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1. Introduction
The real-time pitch shifting [1] process is mainly 

divided into two major types, the time domain type 
and the frequency domain type. Compared with the 
time domain method, the frequency domain method 
has the advantage of large shifting scale, low total 
cost of computing, high degree of flexibility and can 
be used with other audio processing at the same time. 
Phase vocoder [2][3] is the major frequency domain 
method which shifts the audio pitch by changing the 
frequency spectrum.

In the frequency view, audio can be seen as a 
discrete signal composed by many sinusoidal com-
ponents whose frequencies and amplitudes change 
over time. As the human hearing [4] frequency is be-

tween 20 Hz and 20 kHz, the sine waves frequencies 
are within this range. Changing the audio pitch is to 
change the wave frequency which consist the audio. 
Pitch shifting algorithm is based on such method that 
increasing or decreasing twice the wave frequency 
makes the audio pitch increase or decrease by so 
called an octave in music theory. 

In the process of audio signal with computer, it 
is impossible to measure and compute the signal 
of an infinite length. Music signal can be seen as 
a smooth signal in a short period of time (usually 
10 ~ 30 ms). Because of this stable feature of mu-
sic, Short-Time Fourier transformation (STFT) [5] 
is widely used to intercept audio into small pieces 
of signal [6]. This signal is called a frame of the 
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period of time in usual. STFT can intercept all the 
frames of time by windowing moved method. Then 
apply the periodic continuation method to get a 
virtual infinite signal. Unfortunately, in the STFT 
procedure, the truncated signal spreads its energy 
to adjacent spectrum. This phenomenon is called 
frequency leakage [7].

2. Experiment
2.1. Sub-Band Filtering 
With the help of mp3 encoding principle, human 

hearing frequency range is separated into 32 equiva-
lent width sub-bands. Each sub-band will be operated 
for windowing analysis. The experiment uses multi-
ple band-pass filters for audio division shown in Fig. 1. 

Figure 1. Audio input is divided into 32 sub-band output through multiple band-pass filter

Multiple band-pass filter mathematic formula:
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i[ ]h n  is a Low-pass filter. 

Taking the signal with 40 kHz sampling as the 
sample, Each sub-band is 688Hz in width. The center 
frequency of sub-band i  is ( ) ( )20k 2 i 1 2 32× × + ÷ × .

2.2. Acoustic sensory pleasantness
Human acoustic sensation is influenced by factors 

such as roughness, sharpness, pitch and power of the 
sound [8]. According to the feature of human hearing 
system, the audible response to different frequency is 
remarkably different. 

There is a lowest point in equal loudness contour 
[9]. Its frequency range is about 3k-7k Hz, which is 
the most sensitive part for human hearing. When the 
audio frequency is higher or lower than this range, 
hearing sensitivity is gradually decreasing. But, other 
frequency bands will still influence hearing sensitiv-
ity.

10k-16k Hz is the highest frequency band in sym-
phony, which is also full of expression. However, if 
this band is over strong, the music will produce burr-
like jarring high frequency noise. So we should make 
certain reproduction on this band.

7k-10k Hz plays an important role on sound 
clarity and transparency. If the music is lack of 
this frequency band, the quality will be very dull. 
If the music consists of too much component on 
this band, the dental voice will become too sharp 
and too obvious, which makes people feel tire of 
hearing.

Too much power on frequency band less than 3k 
Hz causes the audio being monotonous and plain. 

Therefore, we should stress on sensitive frequency 
band while processing audio.

2.3. Comparison of frequency accuracy
The processes of phase synthesis includes: Fou-

rier transform with windowing signal, frequency and 
phase adaptation, comprehensive windowing and 
output stacking [10]. This paper uses Hamming win-
dow, Hanning Window Function, Blackman[11][12] 
Window Function, Kaiser Window Function as the 
operator in discrete Fourier transform and compare 
the effect of frequency leakage suppression of these 
window functions in different audio frequency sam-
ples.
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2.4. Index of energy concentration
After spectrum normalization, the experiment 

uses the ratio related to integration between cut-off 
frequencies and integration of all spectrum frequency 
as the index of energy concentration. Function win-
dow with more concentrated main lobe is more suit-
able as Convolution window in Fourier transforma-
tion. We set 100Hz besides the main frequency as the 
cut-off frequency and define spectrum interval within 
cut-off frequencies as main lobe. 
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Here, M is the ratio shown in Tab.1. f is testing 
frequency. 20000

0
xdx∫  stands for the integration of all 

spectrum frequency. 100

100

f

f
xdx

+

−∫  stands for integra-

tion between cut-off frequencies.
In order to compare the convergence speed of the 

side-lobe, we take the slope from the top point of the 
testing frequency to the cut-off point as the index of 
convergence. Larger slope indicates the more con-
centrated main-lobe energy and less side-lobe. That 
is to say the window function has better performance 
on restraining frequency leakage.
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Here, K is the slope shown in Tab.2. ( , )x y  stands 
for the top point of testing frequency, and 0 0( , )x y  
stands for the cross point of the cut-off frequency and 
audio strength wave. 1y =  after normalization. 

In this experiment, after windowing and Fou-
rier transformation, we normalize the resulting data, 
setting the max audio strength as 1 and making the 
strength value between 0 and 1. 

2.5. Windowing graphic analysis
According to the acoustic sensory pleasantness 

model above, we choose three representative sub-
bands separately in low, middle and high frequency 
for analysis.

The experiment takes the first sub-band whose 
central frequency is 312.5Hz as the sample of low 
frequency sub-bands, as shown in Fig.2. This sub-
band contains fundamental frequency and low over-

Tab. 1. M for each sub-band and each window function

Subband Center 
Frequency Hamming Hanning Blackman Kaiser

1 312.5 57.1150 56.9598 56.1026 55.8947
2 937.5 57.2669 57.0952 56.2407 56.0380
3 1562.5 57.2639 57.1019 56.2475 56.0423
4 2187.5 57.2786 57.1099 56.2557 56.0526
5 2812.5 57.2725 57.1084 56.2541 56.0492
6 3437.5 57.2803 57.1125 56.2583 56.0551
7 4062.5 57.2753 57.1104 56.2562 56.0514
8 4687.5 57.2809 57.1135 56.2594 56.0560
9 5312.5 57.2767 57.1115 56.2573 56.0525
10 5937.5 57.2811 57.1141 56.2599 56.0566
11 6562.5 57.2777 57.1121 56.2580 56.0533
12 7187.5 57.2813 57.1145 56.2603 56.0569
13 7812.5 57.2784 57.1126 56.2584 56.0538
14 8437.5 57.2814 57.1147 56.2606 56.0572
15 9062.5 57.2790 57.1130 56.2588 56.0542
16 9687.5 57.2814 57.1150 56.2608 56.0574
17 10312.5 57.2795 57.1134 56.2592 56.0546
18 10937.5 57.2814 57.1152 56.2610 56.0576
19 11562.5 57.2800 57.1137 56.2595 56.0550
20 12187.5 57.2814 57.1154 56.2612 56.0577
21 12812.5 57.2805 57.1140 56.2599 56.0554
22 13437.5 57.2813 57.1155 56.2614 56.0579
23 14062.5 57.2812 57.1144 56.2603 56.0558
24 14687.5 57.2812 57.1157 56.2616 56.0580
25 15312.5 57.2819 57.1148 56.2607 56.0563
26 15937.5 57.2809 57.1159 56.2618 56.0582
27 16562.5 57.2830 57.1154 56.2613 56.0569
28 17187.5 57.2801 57.1160 56.2619 56.0581
29 17812.5 57.2845 57.1159 56.2618 56.0576
30 18437.5 57.2765 57.1148 56.2606 56.0566
31 19062.5 57.2841 57.1123 56.2581 56.0544
32 19687.5 57.1755 57.0198 56.1638 55.9573

tones frequency. It makes great contribution to full-
ness of sound. Through pitch shifting process with 
four window functions, we found audio output pro-
cessed with Hamming Window remains the highest 
main-lobe energy. The output can precisely describe 
the frequency that transformed from time domain to 
frequency domain. Blackman window has the sharp-
est slope in the comparison, which shows its fast con-
vergence speed and good performance in restriction 
of frequency leakage.

The experiment takes the 12th sub-band whose 
central frequency is 7187.5 Hz as the sample of mid-
dle frequency sub-bands, as shown in Fig.3. Based 
on the acoustic sensory pleasantness model, human 
hearing is sensitive around 7K Hz. Meanwhile, this 
band contains middle and high frequency overtones, 
making great contribution to expressive performance 
of stringed instruments. Therefore, this band has the 
highest requirement for audio quality. Through the 
comparison and analysis, Hanning Window Function 
has the highest slope, namely the fastest convergence 
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speed and a comparatively concentrated M value. 
Besides, Blackman window also has a good perfor-
mance in this sub-band. But Kaiser Window spreads 
wave power to adjacent area obviously, indicating a 
bad behavior.

The experiment takes the 24th sub-band whose 
central frequency is 14687.5Hz as the sample of 
middle frequency sub-bands, as shown in Fig.4. 
This band is not far from the upper limits of hu-
man hearing frequency. Acoustic sensory pleas-
antness model tell us audio of this band should be 
decayed for proper degree in order to reduce the 
general sharpness. The experiment results show 
Hamming window undermines general smoothness 
and causes discontinuous of adjacent sub-bands 
in splicing process. Therefore Hamming window 
is not recommended for Fourier transform in high 
frequency sub-bands. On the other hand, other 
three windows could improve the transition pro-
cess smoothly and satisfies the requirement for the 
high frequency sub-bands.

Tab. 2. K for each subband and each window function

Subband Center 
Frequency Hamming Hanning Blackman Kaiser

1 312.5 13.5464 13.6968 15.4662 10.9290
2 937.5 29.3509 30.5844 28.3241 25.8003
3 1562.5 13.5374 13.6872 15.4567 10.9192
4 2187.5 29.3502 30.5832 28.3224 25.7994
5 2812.5 13.5373 13.6870 15.4565 10.9189
6 3437.5 29.3502 30.5830 28.3220 25.7992
7 4062.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4565 10.9188
8 4687.5 29.3501 30.5829 28.3218 25.7992
9 5312.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9188
10 5937.5 29.3501 30.5829 28.3217 25.7992
11 6562.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9188
12 7187.5 29.3501 30.5828 28.3217 25.7991
13 7812.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9188
14 8437.5 29.3501 30.5828 28.3216 25.7991
15 9062.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9188
16 9687.5 29.3501 30.5828 28.3216 25.7991
17 10312.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9188
18 10937.5 29.3501 30.5828 28.3215 25.7991
19 11562.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9187
20 12187.5 29.3502 30.5827 28.3215 25.7991
21 12812.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9187
22 13437.5 29.3502 30.5827 28.3214 25.7991
23 14062.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9187
24 14687.5 29.3502 30.5827 28.3213 25.7991
25 15312.5 13.5372 13.6869 15.4564 10.9187
26 15937.5 29.3502 30.5827 28.3213 25.7991
27 16562.5 13.5373 13.6869 15.4565 10.9188
28 17187.5 29.3503 30.5827 28.3211 25.7991
29 17812.5 13.5374 13.6870 15.4566 10.9188
30 18437.5 29.3505 30.5827 28.3209 25.7993
31 19062.5 13.5382 13.6876 15.4572 10.9194
32 19687.5 29.3573 30.5878 28.3236 25.8053

Figure 2. Low frequency sub-band windowing analysis

Figure 3. Middle frequency sub-band windowing analysis

Figure 4. High frequency sub-band windowing analysis

2.6. Classification of window function based on 
RBF neural network

Radical Basis Function (RBF) neural network 
is a learning method that analyzes data and recog-
nizes patterns. Here we use RBF neural network as 
a method to classify suitable or unsuitable window 
functions for 32 frequency sub-bands. Given a set of 
training examples, each marked as suitable or unsuit-
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able, the RBF neural network training algorithm will 
build a model. With the help of this model, any new 
input can be classified correctly. RBF neural network 
contributes to the transformation from dot product in 
multidimensional feature space to core function arith-
metic in low dimensional space, voiding multidimen-
sional computing. We use radial basis function based 
on Euclidean distance.

We define 8 features for music and abstract these 
features for all training examples and test input before 
applying RBF neural network.

2.7. Music feature abstraction:
In order to evaluate the output music after pitch 

shifting with quantizing analysis method, we define 
a series music features. The experiment abstracts fea-
ture values from the music that has been processed 
with window functions.

The music features to be abstracted are as follow. 
Here, ( )nS i  stands for sampling signal from No. n 
frame, length N; ( )nF j  is the sampling sequence of 
frequency, length M; ( )nW j  stands for related value 
in spectrum of ( )nF j , namely ' ( ( ))n nW F j .

Overall intensity:
Intensity is the loudness of music. From physical 

aspect, it represents the power of music. Formula is 
as follow: 
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Brightness:
Brightness is the centre of mass for spectrum, in-

dicating the spectrum shape and music frequency.
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Bandwidth:
Bandwidth is related to Brightness. Brightness 

shows the centre of mass for spectrum, while Band-
width indicates the coverage of spectrum surrounding 
the centre of mass.
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Roll off:
Roll off is also an index of spectrum shape. Ac-

cumulate power of frequency from low to high until 

95% of the whole spectrum power. Frequency at this 
point is called roll off.

2 2
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= =
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Secondary sub-band energy distribution:
Divide sub-band frequency into 7 equal width in-

tervals named secondary sub-band. Energy distribu-
tion of secondary sub-bands is an important quality 
feature of music. Each instrument has its own specific 
spectrum energy distribution. The experiment takes 
the first sub-band [0, 625) as example, dividing it into 
7 secondary sub-bands. The following are Frequency 
areas: 

[0,89),[89,178),[178,267),[267,356),[356,445),[4
48,534), [534,625) 
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Table 3. Feature values with four window functions

Hamming Hanning Blackman Kaiser
Int. -24.0309 -24.3335 -25.7373 -25.4068
Bri. 272.6406 274.3158 280.3864 279.0003
Ban. 203.9517 204.8736 207.4845 203.9517
Rol. 667 667 668 668

Sub.1 0.0897 0.0899 0.0899 0.0899
Sub.2 0.0908 0.091 0.091 0.091
Sub.3 0.1038 0.1041 0.1064 0.1058
Sub.7 0.1629 0.166 0.176 0.1738

2.8. RBF neural network based on Euclidean 
distance

Assume that there are two sets, 
1 1{ ,..., }, { ,..., }p qA a a B b b= = , the Euclidean distance 

of the two samples is defined as :

2

1
( , ) | |

p

k k
k

d A B A B
=

= −∑    (15)

 We use Gaussian function:
2 2( ) exp( || || / ), 1, 2,...,i i ix x c i Nϕ θ= − − =   (16)

Here, x  is one dimension input vector,. ic  is the 
center of the i th RBF which has the same dimension 
with x . iθ  is the width of RBF in the i th neural. 
|| ||ix c− is the distance of vector ix c− .

The output of the network is:
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We select 150 bad samples marked as -1 and 150 
good samples marked as 1. These 300 samples com-
pose RBF neural network training group. Input test 
data which has been processed with four window 
functions and the classification results could be gen-
erated. In experimental result, 1 is defined as good 
music quality, 0 is defined as normal music quality 
and -1 is defined as poor music quality.

Figure 5. Classification Result

The experimental result demonstrates Hamming 
window contributes to excellent hearing effect in low 
frequency bands; Hanning window has good perfor-
mance in high frequency bands; Blackman window is 
suitable in all bands. Kaiser window helps in smooth 
transition between adjacent bands in high frequency 
bands. 

The result further improves our test for index M 
and K, providing powerful support for window selec-
tion.

3. Conclusion
This paper discussed the window function choice 

in Phase Vocoder algorithm. Based on mp3 encod-
ing principle, Human auditory spectrum is divided 
into 32 equal width sub-bands. Experiments are oper-
ated for each sub-band with four well known window 
functions: Hamming Window, Hanning Window, 
Blackman Window and Kaiser Window. Quantitative 
analysis contains two major steps: First, combined 
with acoustic sensory pleasantness model, the experi-
ment puts convergence as the index to draw prelimi-
nary conclusion on window selection in low, middle 
and high frequency area. Second, experiment defined 
and abstracted features from the testing music. And 
based on RBF neural network, we use 300 samples 
as training input to form network for window evalu-
ation. During the experiment, normalization is used 

several times to compress data, develop processing 
speed. Experiment shows, for symphony phase vo-
coder, Hamming window contributes to precision and 
convergence in low frequency bands; Hanning win-
dow has good performance in middle and high fre-
quency bands; Blackman window get average result 
in most sub-bands; Kaiser window proposes the con-
nection between bands in stacking process and being 
a good choice in high frequency bands.
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